
Chaotic 1931 

Chapter 1931: The Imperial Palace of the Xuandao Empire 

“Little whore? Sister Hao Yue, are you just...” Tian Shuang was speechless when she heard fairy Hao 

Yue’s words. She stared at fairy Hao Yue in a daze while her gaze seemed like she had just discovered 

something new. It was filled with amazement and a sliver of disbelief. 

 

Even if this person was a little whore that liked to show herself to men, what had it got to do with her? 

There were countless people like that in the Saints’ World. 

 

Moreover, this person was only a mere Godking. With fairy Hao Yue’s status, since when did she 

become bored enough to play along with a mere Godking? 

 

At this moment, Tian Shuang actually felt like she could not understand her sister Hao Yue’s thoughts. 

 

“Sister Tian Shuang, let me borrow a Ninerefined Lifegiving Pill,” fairy Hao Yue said to Tian Shuang. 

 

Tian Shuang immediately became surprised when she heard that. She stared at Jian Chen, who was 

surrounded by moonlight as he hovered behind fairy Hao Yue, and said, “Sister Hao Yue, the Ninerefined 

Lifegiving Pill is a God Tier pill. Are you going to use a God Tier pill to heal this person? Isn’t that a little 

too wasteful?” 

 

With Tian Shuang’s level of cultivation, she was naturally able to see Jian Chen despite the surrounding 

moonlight. 

 

“Sister Hao Yue, who is this? Is he your disciple? You sure treat him well, even going as far as using a 

Ninerefined Lifegiving Pill on him,” Tian Shuang asked out of curiosity. With a flip of her hand, a jade 

bottle appeared, and she tossed it towards fairy Hao Yue with some reluctance. 

 

“Fairy Hao Yue, here. That’s the Ninerefined Lifegiving Pill. I don’t have many of them on me.” 

 

“Don’t worry, sister Tian Shuang. I’ll give you a healing pill of a higher grade in return in the future,” fairy 

Hao Yue smiled gently. She took out the round pill from the bottle with great familiarity and fed it into 

Jian Chen’s mouth. 



 

“You can’t say that, sister. Otherwise, it’ll just make me seem stingy. I just feel that it’s wasteful to use 

such a precious pill on an Overgod. Supreme quality Saint Tier pills should be enough for his wounds,” 

said Tian Shuang. 

 

After consuming the Ninerefined Lifegiving Pill, Jian Chen’s wounds immediately recovered at an 

unbelievable rate. He healed so quickly that it had even surpassed the regeneration of his Chaotic Body. 

 

As a God Tier pill, it was just too easy for the Ninerefined Lifegiving Pill to heal all the wounds on Jian 

Chen, even though it was only of the first grade. In just a few seconds, Jian Chen made a complete 

recovery. He had even replenished quite a lot of the power of his soul. 

 

Jian Chen opened his eyes. Through the gentle moonlight, he saw fairy Hao Yue, who stood beside him, 

in a single glance. Just when he wanted to say something, fairy Hao Yue waved her sleeve and said, “Go 

tidy yourself up first.” 

 

Immediately, Jian Chen tore through the air with the gentle moonlight still surrounding him. He had 

been carried off into the imperial palace of the Xuandao Empire just like that, unable to put up any 

resistance at all. 

 

The emperor and Tian Shuang’s disciple, Man Ye, both watched everything unfold as they stood there 

quietly. They were curious about Jian Chen’s identity since fairy Hao Yue had even used a precious God 

Tier pill to save him. 

 

“Sister Hao Yue, how do you plan on dealing with this person? You can’t leave her there forever. It’s 

disruptive to the social graces,” said Tian Shuang as she pointed at Yaxi Lian, who was immobilized in the 

air. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue glanced at Yaxi Lian indifferently before sitting down. She said, “This woman likes to show 

off her body to men anyway, so let’s just leave her be for now. We’ll deal with her once he comes back.” 

As she said that, fairy Hao Yue glanced at Jian Chen, who she had tossed into the imperial palace. A 

sliver of an evil smile appeared on her face, which made her seem slightly mischievous. 

 

In the depths of the imperial palace, there was a steamy, open-air hot spring. Pleasant giggles rang out 

from there as two beautiful women played around happily in the water. 



 

Surrounded in moonlight, Jian Chen directly fell out of the air powerlessly, directly landing in the hot 

spring. He just happened to land between the two women. 

 

Immediately, there was a huge splash in the hot spring, causing all the water there to churn. 

 

The hot spring was a heavily-guarded place in the palace. Clearly, the two women who played around 

had never expected someone to fall out of the sky and directly into the hot spring. They could not help 

but become stunned as if they had not realised what had happened. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue had thrown Jian Chen into the water right after he woke up. He had not even managed to 

understand what was happening around him. He saw a beautiful woman standing naked in front of him 

with a single glance before he could even gain his bearings, which stunned him as well. He did not 

realise what had happened either. 

 

“Argh!” 

 

However, the two women’s reactions were far faster than Jian Chen who had just woken up without 

completely replenishing the power of his soul. Two screams immediately rang through the entire 

imperial palace almost simultaneously. The two women both materialised clothes out of energy to 

protect themselves as fury burned in their eyes. They gripped their swords in embarrassment and 

humiliation before charging towards Jian Chen from behind and in front. 

 

At that moment, the two of them were even ready to die. Not only had a man seen their naked bodies, 

but the man was naked as well and also in the hot spring. 

 

This was something they could never accept. 

 

“It’s a misunderstanding! A misunderstanding! Please calm down, ladies!” Jian Chen dodged the attacks 

from the two women frantically. Without even trying to clean the blood off himself, he took out a set of 

clothes in a hurry and ran off as a blur. 

 

Right now, he had no idea that fairy Hao Yue was messing with him, purposefully throwing him in there. 



 

“Where did this pervert come from? Don’t you dare run away! I’ll never stop until I kill you...” 

 

“Pervert! This princess will skin you alive and remove all your tendons and chop you to pieces...” 

 

The two beautiful women chased behind Jian Chen furiously with killing intent. Quite a powerful pulse 

of energy covered their entire bodies, completely obscuring their appearances. 

 

However, the two of them were only Gods, so how could they catch up to Jian Chen? In the blink of an 

eye, they had lost track of him. 

 

“Quick, capture that pervert. We can’t let him escape,” one of the women screamed out. Her voice rang 

through the entire imperial palace. 

 

Immediately, the entire imperial palace was mobilised. Squadrons of powerful guards rushed over with 

lightning speed. There were quite a few Overgods among them. 

 

“Why are there so many experts in the surroundings? Where has fairy Hao Yue brought me to?” Jian 

Chen immediately felt pained when he sensed the powerful presences in the surroundings. Right now, 

he felt like he had just woken up from a dream, and he was still confused and dazed. He had no idea 

what was going on around him. 

 

He wanted to study the surroundings with the senses of his soul, but it was just too heavily suppressed 

here. With the power of his soul still depleted, the senses of his soul were basically useless. 

 

“Sir, please state your identity!” 

 

At this moment, four middle-aged men appeared around Jian Chen. They stared at him emotionlessly. 

Their powerful presences had already locked onto Jian Chen. 

 

Jian Chen’s face changed slightly. The four middle-aged men were actually all Godkings! 

 



Fairy Hao Yue, Tian Shuang, and the emperor who observed the competition below with great interest 

naturally noticed the situation within the imperial palace. 

 

The face of the emperor twitched unnaturally. After bowing to Tian Shuang and fairy Hao Yue, he 

hurried off. 

 

“Hehehe. Sister Hao Yue, I never thought you would actually have a knack for something like this. 

Looking at how horrible his condition is, you sure have given this little Overgod a hard time. Sister Hao 

Yue, I’m becoming more and more puzzled about the relationship you have with this Overgod,” Tian 

Shuang giggled. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue also smiled faintly. She seemed to take great pleasure when she saw how helpless Jian 

Chen was. She said, “Don’t you look down on him. Making him suffer really is quite a difficult thing to 

achieve. Sister Tian Shuang, let’s go over as well. Otherwise, he would be in quite some trouble.” 

Chapter 1932: Forceful Questioning 

The four Godkings of the Xuandao Empire blocked off Jian Chen. When he felt the tremendous pressure 

fall on him, he immediately felt like he was carrying a mountain on his back. 

 

Apart from the four Godkings, countless experts and soldiers poured in from all directions like a flood. In 

the blink of an eye, they had completely surrounded Jian Chen. 

 

However, due to the four Godkings, they did not attack Jian Chen, who had ‘intruded’ on the imperial 

palace. 

 

Before the four Godkings who had trapped Jian Chen understood his identity, they naturally did not dare 

to touch him. 

 

As Godkings, they were clever and careful people. Even when ignoring just how heavily-guarded the 

imperial palace was and how tight the defences of the formations were, just the number of Godkings 

hidden within the palace made it a place that an Overgod could not break through. 

 

Yet, not only did this Overgod make it past the Godkings and appeared in the palace silently, but even 

the numerous formations were rendered useless against him. Clearly, something was off. 

 



“Greetings, your majesty!” 

 

At this moment, all the guards in the surroundings called out. 

 

Jian Chen gazed over and saw a dignified middle-aged man in dragon robes with a striking appearance. 

The man hovered in the air. 

 

He was the emperor of the Xuandao Empire. 

 

“Your majesty?” Jian Chen became slightly suspicious. He quietly looked around. Even until now, he still 

had no idea where he had come to. 

 

Although he had guessed that he had come to an empire, he was unsure as to which empire. 

 

The emperor hovered in the air and stared at Jian Chen indifferently. He seemed to be studying him 

closely as if he wanted to understand Jian Chen’s ins and outs. 

 

“Pervert, where do you think you’re going? Die!” 

 

Behind, the two women from the hot spring had finally caught up. They directly ran through the crowd 

with their swords that shone with laws as embarrassment filled their faces. They stabbed at Jian Chen 

with their swords mercilessly. 

 

Jian Chen sighed gently. At that moment, a rare sliver of innocence appeared on his face. He did not 

dodge the strikes from the two women at all, directly enduring it with his body. 

 

He was indeed very much innocent because he had been thrown in there by fairy Hao Yue when he 

could not resist at all. He did not even possess the power to put up a struggle when fairy Hao Yue’s 

moonlight surrounded him, so he was thrown into the hot springs that the two women were in just like 

that. 

 



The Godkings of the empire did not stop them. Two Gods were unable to threaten an Overgod’s life. The 

four Godkings around Jian Chen stared at him carefully. Once he moved, they would grab him without 

any hesitation. 

 

The outcome was clear. Even when the two women used their full strength, they failed to injure Jian 

Chen at all. Jian Chen used the toughness of his body to easily endure their attacks. 

 

“What a tough body!” 

 

The eyes of the emperor and the four Godkings all narrowed as they felt surprised inside when they 

witnessed this. 

 

Clearly, the two women became stunned as well. Disbelief filled their faces. Soon afterwards, their faces 

paled, and they said, “Father, kill this person, please. If this person remains alive, we’ll never be able to 

vent our hatred.” 

 

“That’s right. Father, kill this person, please. You can’t let him leave alive.” 

 

The two women pleaded as they stared at Jian Chen with resentment. Their gazes filled with hatred 

basically made it evident that they wanted to skin Jian Chen alive. 

 

“Princesses, I’m a victim too. With my strength, how would I be able to make it through such powerful 

formations? Someone else is behind all of this. I am willing to find the person behind this and have them 

give you an explanation,” Jian Chen said righteously with a serious expression. He felt extremely furious 

inside. He was seriously annoyed by fairy Hao Yue. 

 

When the princesses heard that there was someone else behind it all, their faces immediately sank. Just 

when they wanted to say something, the emperor raised his hand to stop them. He said without leaving 

any room for disagreement, “Enough. We’ll talk about this in the future. Xing’er, Lan’er, you go back 

first. Let’s all disperse.” The emperor clearly directed his last sentence towards the guards in the 

surroundings. 

 

“Yes, your majesty!” 

 



The many experts gathered in the surroundings all retreated. The four Godkings who had surrounded 

Jian Chen naturally understood that the Overgod before them possessed quite a great background 

seeing how the emperor did not plan on looking into the matter. They glanced at Jian Chen deeply 

before disappearing silently. 

 

“Father, you have to help your daughters,” the two women panicked, and their faces became filled with 

grievances. 

 

Naturally, they could tell that the emperor did not plan on looking into the matter. 

 

The emperor sighed secretly. He felt extremely helpless. He personally saw the senior that even his 

ancestor had to treat with the utmost respect throw Jian Chen in there. Even if he wanted to follow 

through with the matter, he was not bold enough. 

 

At this moment, Jian Chen’s eyes narrowed. He stared at fairy Hao Yue, who made her way over from 

afar, and he said with an ugly expression, “Fairy Hao Yue, you need to give me an explanation for this.” 

Jian Chen spoke boldly. He was very angry after fairy Hao Yue toyed with him. 

 

Unlike Jian Chen, the two princesses of the empire both bowed politely, “Greetings to ancestor, 

greetings to senior!” 

 

The emperor’s face immediately froze when he heard Jian Chen’s bold, disrespectful words. 

 

Even Tian Shuang’s disciple, Man Ye, became stunned when he heard Jian Chen’s words. 

 

An Overgod had actually spoken like this to a Primordial realm expert, even saying that he wanted an 

explanation. They all doubted their ears at that moment. 

 

Tian Shuang’s gaze turned cold and became rather sharp. Hao Yue was the sister she admired and 

respected the most. She was even more protective of Hao Yue than herself. Now that a mere Overgod 

had actually spoken to her most respectable sister like that, she found it to be completely unforgivable. 

 



However, in the next moment, when she saw fairy Hao Yue’s expression, she became slightly stunned. 

At that moment, she basically doubted whether the person before her was still her sister Hao Yue or 

not. 

 

All she saw was fairy Hao Yue smiling faintly, taking pleasure in the misfortune of the Overgod. She did 

not seem angered at all. 

 

“What explanation do you want?” Fairy Hao Yue stared at Jian Chen with a wide smile. She felt delighted 

for some reason when she saw just how helpless Jian Chen was. 

Chapter 1933: Xing’er and Lan’er 

“You-” Jian Chen stared at fairy Hao Yue furiously. Just when he wanted to say something, he seemed to 

think of something else, and his anger deflated like a balloon. He said, “Whatever. You’ve saved me 

twice before after all. I won’t dwell on the matter this time with you.” Jian Chen was helpless. He could 

only resign himself to the matter this time. After all, fairy Hao Yue had become an existence powerful 

enough for him to look up to after recovering her body. 

 

“But you need to explain to the two princesses clearly that this has nothing to do with me, and you’re 

behind it all,” Jian Chen added. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue looked at Jian Chen as if she was forcing back her smile. She asked in fake surprise, “What 

was I behind? Jian Chen, do you have any evidence at all? Princesses, did you see me throw this person 

in there?” 

 

“W- we-” 

 

Fairy Hao Yue’s question immediately left the two princesses slightly bewildered. They felt wronged, and 

it seemed like they were about to burst into tears. They had no idea how to answer this question. 

 

The person before them was an existence equivalent to their ancestor. Her status was so great that even 

they, the princesses of the empire, struggled to remain composed. 

 

Even the emperor would find it very difficult to see his ancestor, a Primordial realm expert normally, let 

alone them. 

 



If it were not for the fact that the ancestor had come out of the forbidden grounds to see the sister she 

had not seen for many years, she probably would not even show her face for several tens of thousand 

years. 

 

They were paramount existences in the Xuandao Empire, just like gods. The two princesses felt 

indescribably nervous before people like them. 

 

The two princesses could not help but secretly glance at Jian Chen. Evident fury still burned in their eyes. 

 

However, what stunned them was how Jian Chen behaved completely differently from them. 

 

Facing the two Primordial realm experts, Jian Chen showed no respect at all. He stood there in a 

composed manner as resentment filled his face along with some anger. He stared viciously at the senior 

that even their ancestor had to treat politely. 

 

The two princesses could not help but become curious along with their resentment when they saw how 

composed Jian Chen was. 

 

However, humiliation soon drowned out their curiosity. They gritted their teeth as hatred filled their 

eyes. 

 

“Sister Hao Yue, stop toying around with the juniors. Look at how much you’ve scared them,” Tian 

Shuang rubbed her temples as she felt very speechless. She could not see the point in fairy Hao Yue’s 

actions at all. 

 

They were both Primordial realm experts, so the weak juniors before their eyes were like ants. How 

would they be bored enough to toy around with them? 

 

Moreover, Hao Yue had always appeared to be cold and proud in her eyes. Suddenly, she had become 

so mischievous, actually playing around with juniors out of boredom. Tian Shuang really found this 

difficult to adapt to. 

 

“Xing’er, Lan’er, you are dismissed,” the emperor said with a dignified voice. 



 

“Yes, father!” 

 

The two princesses bowed towards the emperor, Tian Shuang, and Hao Yue. Tears of being wronged 

flickered in their eyes as they glared at Jian Chen viciously. They departed in very low spirits as they 

pouted their lips. 

 

They had guessed that Jian Chen probably had some connections with the senior that even their 

ancestor received politely. With such a powerful person supporting him, it was impossible for them to 

make up for any grievances they had suffered. Even their father would not be able to help. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue could not help but smile when she saw Xing’er and Lan’er leave as if they had been 

wronged. She said, “Don’t act like you’ve just suffered a lot, you little girls. If the two of you can become 

his wives, the Xuandao Empire will definitely rise up in the future. All the generations, both past and 

future, will benefit from it. I’m only giving you a good start. Whether you can grasp this once-in-a-

lifetime opportunity or not will be up to your choices.” 

 

“Fairy Hao Yue, what’re you blabbering on about?” Jian Chen stared at fairy Hao Yue with a pale face. He 

had no idea what fairy Hao Yue was trying to pull. 

 

“Jian Chen, I’m not just toying with you. These two girls aren’t as simple as they seem,” fairy Hao Yue’s 

voice rang out in Jian Chen’s head. 

 

Lan’er and Xing’er immediately felt their faces heat up slightly when they heard fairy Hao Yue’s words, 

even after they had walked quite far away. They had almost become furious from the embarrassment. 

 

If someone else had said that, they would definitely chase them down regardless of the consequences 

and cut out their tongue. 

 

However, they did not dare to try something like with fairy Hao Yue. As a result, they could only act like 

they did not hear it, quickly leaving the place. 

 

However, the emperor and Tian Shuang, who believed she understood fairy Hao Yue better, stared at 

Jian Chen in shock once they heard that. 



 

The two of them refused to believe that fairy Hao Yue would spout lies. Clearly, the puny Overgod 

before them was far more complicated than he seemed since she had said something like that. 

 

“Sister Hao Yue, may I ask who this little brother is?” Tian Shuang stared at Jian Chen uneasily as she 

became serious for the first time. 

 

This was the first time she had stared at a mere Overgod so seriously ever since she had reached the 

Primordial realm. 

 

“He’s Jian Chen,” said fairy Hao Yue. 

 

“Jian Chen?” A sliver of doubt appeared on the faces of Tian Shuang and the emperor. They found the 

name to be extremely unfamiliar. 

 

They had not heard of any ancient, powerful organisations that used a surname like that. 

 

However, Man Ye’s eyes lit up. He stared at Jian Chen closely and said, “Are you that Jian Chen from the 

southern region?” 

 

People as great as the emperor and Tian Shuang naturally would not know of Jian Chen’s name, but Man 

Ye was extremely familiar with it. 

 

This was because he had once experienced envy towards the owner of the name. Jian Chen had not 

even made it onto the Overgods’ Plaque, yet his fame had already spread through the entire southern 

region and reached the northern region. He was so renowned that he was far more famous than Man 

Ye, who was also rumored to possess the strength to make it onto the Overgds’ Plaque. 

 

“Jian Chen of the southern region?” Jian Chen became slightly doubtful when he heard Man Ye’s words. 

Why did he add ‘southern region’ to it? Was he no longer in the southern region? 

 



However, it clearly was not the time to consider this question. He clasped his fist and said, “I am indeed 

Jian Chen. I just wonder if I am the same Jian Chen brother Man Ye speaks of. After all, there are many 

people that share the same names and surnames in the world.” 

 

“It is you. You’re the same as in the rumors,” Man Ye studied Jian Chen closely. Afterwards, he began to 

radiate with battle intent. He took a step forwards and stared at Jian Chen sharply, “Jian Chen, I want to 

challenge you.” 

 

“Do not be rude!” Tian Shuang said emotionlessly. She only cared about one thing right now, which was 

just what background Jian Chen possessed such that her sister Hao Yue would praise him so much. 

 

Man Ye’s presence immediately froze up and deflated like a balloon, disappearing completely in a single 

instance. He said politely, “Yes, master!” 

 

Fairy Hao Yue glanced towards the imperial city and said to Jian Chen, “That little whore is still there. 

Jian Chen, come with me. It’s time to deal with her.” With that, fairy Hao Yue directly flew off. She did 

not move particularly quickly. 

 

Behind her, Jian Chen hesitated slightly before immediately following along as well. He arrived in the 

floating garden with fairy Hao Yue. With a single glance, he saw Yaxi Lian, who dangled in the air. 

 

At the same time, he also saw the huge crowds gathered below. 

 

This sight immediately stunned Jian Chen. Fairy Hao Yue had actually left the commander of the seventh 

army of the Empyrean Demon Cult, Yaxi Lian, dangling in the air naked so that countless people could 

admire her as they pleased. 

 

He did not dare to imagine just how great the commotion would be if the news made it back to the 

Empyrean Demon Cult and the Divine Kingdom of Pingtian where the war was happening. 

Chapter 1934: The Xi Emperor (One) 

 

“Jian Chen, who is this little whore? How’d you gain her attention?” 

 



Fairy Hao Yue stared at Yaxi Lian as she spoke on the floating gardens above the platforms. 

 

“She’s the commander of the seventh army from the Empyrean Demon Cult...” Afterwards, Jian Chen 

told her the rough details of the war between the Divine Kingdom of Pingtian and the Empyrean Demon 

Cult. However, he hid the fact that a Godking from the Daoist Sect of Calm Clouds had ambushed him. 

 

“I never thought she’d be a commander of the nine armies of the Empyrean Demon Cult. This time, the 

Empyrean Demon Cult really has made some extremely big moves. They’ve split their nine armies into 

three to attack the southern, northern, and western regions. It’s such a big move that just the three 

vice-leaders in the branch of the Cloud Plane definitely would not have been behind it.” 

 

“That is because if they don’t control it well, the outcome will be extremely severe. Not a single one of 

the three vice-leaders can afford to take the blame. This is probably related to the great elder of the 

Empyrean Demon Cult,” Tian Shuang said sternly. 

 

Even someone as powerful as her became serious when the Empyrean Demon Cult was mentioned. 

 

Afterwards, Tian Shuang looked at fairy Hao Yue and said sternly, “Sister Hao Yue, listen to me. It’s best 

if you don’t take part in the matters regarding the Empyrean Demon Cult.” 

 

Fairy Hao Yue glanced at Tian Shuang after hearing that. She said, “Sister Tian Shuang, you should 

understand me. Do you think I’m a person who fears death? When I want to do something, no one can 

stop me. Not even my father.” 

 

With that, fairy Hao Yue looked at Jian Chen once again. She said, “Jian Chen, the wounds that were on 

your body possessed traces of laws on the level of Godkings, but it doesn’t seem like they came from the 

little whore. It’s not that I’m looking down on you, but with your current strength, that little whore can 

finish you off without the slightest effort, and you wouldn’t be able to put up a fight at all. Yet, the 

wounds on you clearly came from a battle against a Godking. Were there other Godkings from the 

Empyrean Demon Cult who fought against you?” A vicious light flickered through fairy Hao Yue’s eyes, 

but no one sensed it. 

 

Jian Chen shook his head and said with a rather sunken face, “It’s not the Emyrean Demon Cult, but 

someone from my own side. However, I will personally settle this matter.” 

 



Fairy Hao Yue did not delve into the matter seeing how Jian Chen was unwilling to elaborate. She 

reached out with her hand and Yaxi Lian, who was trapped in mid-air, immediately flew before her. She 

stared at fairy Hao Yue in both humiliation and anger. 

 

With Yaxi Lian’s status in the Empyrean Demon Cult, even the other eight commanders had to treat her 

politely, yet she had been humiliated like this today. 

 

Even though she was a Nine-tailed Heavenly Fox and naturally skilled in charm, she was not as sexual as 

other people described her to be. As a matter of fact, she had never shown herself to a single man 

before Jian Chen for cultivation. Even when she absorbed the vitality of some men, she would just plant 

her head against theirs. 

 

Only Jian Chen had been an exception due to the special characteristics of the energy within him. It was 

extremely powerful and filled with a power of destruction, so Yaxi Lian did not dare to devour it so 

easily. She could not find any other method, so she decided to absorb it through the method of 

balancing yin and yang. That was why she had revealed herself before Jian Chen. She wanted to control 

Jian Chen’s mind using her natural charm as a Nine-tailed Heavenly Fox so that she could get him to 

cooperate. 

 

As a result, although Yaxi Lian was a Nine-tailed Heavenly Fox, she had always maintained her purity and 

was very proud. 

 

Yet now, fairy Hao Yue had actually dangled her naked self in the middle of the air in public, allowing 

countless people to look and admire her body. It was impossible for her to endure something like that 

since she had never shown herself off to a man before Jian Chen. 

 

Everything that had happened today would definitely remain as a permanent stain to her name. 

 

However, Hao Yue was also a terrifying Primordial realm expert, so even though she felt absolutely 

furious, she did not dare to say anything. She only stared at fairy Hao Yue furiously. 

 

However, she had already buried this hatred deep within her heart. 

 



Fairy Hao Yue directly ignored Yaxi Lian’s anger. She said to Jian Chen, “How do you want this little 

whore to die?” 

 

“Sister Hao Yue...” Tian Shuang hesitated as she became slightly worried. She really did not wish for fairy 

Hao Yue to get involved with the grievances of the Empyrean Demon Cult. 

 

The Empyrean Demon Cult was simply too powerful. A single branch on the Cloud Plane had led to such 

a bloody storm. Even they, the empires, did not dare to wipe them out directly. They could only block 

them and protect their own territory. 

 

Even the organisations that stood at the apex of the Cloud Plane did not dare to do anything to the 

Empyrean Demon Cult. 

 

Jian Chen glanced at Tian Shuang and sank into his thoughts. He said after a while, “Fairy Hao Yue, I 

want to keep her alive for now. The Empyrean Demon Cult is currently waging war against the Divine 

Kingdom of Pingtian. Keeping a commander as a hostage might be extremely useful to the situation.” 

 

Fairy Hao Yue glanced at Jian Chen deeply and smiled slightly, “Alright then. Since you want to keep this 

little whore alive, I’ll spare her. I’ve already sealed up her cultivation, so she can’t use her strength as a 

Godking at all. As a result, you don’t need to worry about any threats from her. You can leave her by 

your side so that she can serve you in the next few days. You can enjoy this little bitch.” 

 

Jian Chen let out a breath of relief when he heard fairy Hao Yue’s words. In reality, he did not wish to 

see fairy Hao Yue fall out with the Empyrean Demon Cult because of him, as it would basically mean he 

doomed her. 

 

However, fairy Hao Yue’s words towards the end made Jian Chen speechless. He discovered that after 

fairy Hao Yue had recovered her strength, she seemed to develop a hobby of toying around with people, 

making her seem completely different from her cold and stern past self. 

 

Tian Shuang also stared at fairy Hao Yue strangely. If it were not for the fact that she had heard it 

herself, she would not believe her sister Hao Yue could actually say something like that. 

 



“Jian Chen is actually able to converse with the Primordial realm expert so casually. What is his 

background?” The emperor stood to one side as he constantly guessed at Jian Chen’s identity. He had 

already thought through all the peak organisations he knew on the Cloud Plane. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue’s previous words had been deeply embedded in his head. 

 

If roping in Jian Chen could really allow the Xuandao Empire to rise up, then he really would be 

interested in betrowthing his two daughters to Jian Chen. 

 

Suddenly, the emperor’s face changed. He took out a jade talisman from his Space Ring with a flip of his 

hand and immediately extended the senses of his soul into it. 

 

Afterwards, a sliver of helplessness appeared on his face. 

 

“Ancestor, please,” the emperor passed the talisman to Tian Shuang. 

 

Tian Shuang also extended the senses of her soul into the jade talisman after accepting it. She sighed 

gently after learning its contents, “Who knows what this Xi Emperor is doing now. Do what he asked for. 

We can’t disobey him and disrespect him over something as small as this.” 

 

“Sister Tian Shuang, what is wrong?” Fairy Hao Yue asked curiously. 

 

“It’s a message from the Xi Emperor of the Xi Empire. The Xi Emperor wants all the empires in the 

northern region to close off their regional teleportation formations. Sigh, ever since he became 

emperor, who knows how many times this has happened already. But every time he asks for us to close 

the teleportation formations, there will be deaths of expert from the imperial family, personally slain by 

the Xi Emperor. And there are plenty of Primordial realm experts among them,” Tian Shuang sighed 

gently. When she mentioned the Xi Emperor, angst appeared in her eyes. 

 

“What? This Xi Emperor will even kill Primordial realm experts of the imperial family?” Fairy Hao Yue 

was slightly stunned. 

 



“Exactly. Who knows what the Xi Emperor is trying to do. Ever since he ascended to the position of 

emperor, the imperial family of the Xi Empire hasn’t gotten any peace. Not only has the Xi Emperor 

killed a lot of Infinite Primes, but he has even killed most of the other princes. There are only one or two 

of them left from over a dozen in the past. They all fear the Xi Emperor dearly,” said Tian Shuang. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue remained silent for quite some time after hearing that. She felt that the Xi Emperor had 

simply gone mad. He had even killed so many Infinite Primes that belonged to his own family. All of 

these experts would be worshipped ancestors wherever they went. 

 

Jian Chen also felt shocked. Infinite Primes were existences that he could only look up to. They were 

peak experts. Once a divine kingdom possessed an Infinite Prime, they would immediately be elevated 

to the status of empire. 

 

However, from Tian Shuang’s words, Infinite Primes did not seem to be that valuable at all since the Xi 

Emperor had killed a lot of them just by himself. 

 

This was simply too shocking. 

 

At this moment, terrifying shockwaves of energy swept across the sky above the imperial capital. A 

transparent, blue barrier had suddenly appeared in the sky. 

 

The barrier seemed thin, but the energy it contained was so terrifying that it shocked even Jian Chen. 

 

Tian Shuang stared at the energy barrier, and she became very stern. She said, “That’s the Heavenly 

Disorder Array at the capital. I never thought the Xi Emperor would actually activate this formation. The 

Xi Empire has sealed off the entire northern region now. No one can leave, and even teleportation 

formations are rendered useless, including the Disc of Heavenly Ways. Looks like the Xi Emperor is 

moving against someone important.” 

 

At this moment, the power of laws in the surroundings suddenly became chaotic. Deafening booms rang 

out from outer space, where the terrifying shockwaves of energy swept out like storms. It caused space 

to twist and shatter, creating great cracks. 

 



Jian Chen gazed over. In the distant outer space, he could vaguely see two bodies of light completely 

condensed from laws constantly collided with each other. Each collision would erupt with devastating 

might. It was truly startling. 

 

“That’s a battle between two Chaotic Primes,” fairy Hao Yue also stared at the sky as she said 

nonchalantly. 

 

“One of them is the Xi Emperor, while the other one is an ancestral emperor of the Xi Empire, who is 

also the current Xi Emperor’s father.” Tian Shuang recognised the two of them with a single glance. She 

sighed gently, “Every time the Xi Emperor wants to move against someone important, the ancestral 

emperor would come to stop him. Who knows how many times the two of them have fought since he 

became the current Xi Emperor.” 

Chapter 1935: The Xi Emperor (Two) 

 

“Then why is the Xi Emperor moving against his own people, even going as far as fighting the ancestral 

emperor? Moreover, he’s killing Infinite Primes. Can he really go as far as killing them? Isn’t he worried 

that the Xi Empire will become greatly weakened?” Fairy Hao Yue asked out of curiosity. 

 

Tian Shuang sighed gently, “It’s not just greatly weakening. The Xi Emperor has already fractured the 

current Xi Empire. He has killed many of the Infinite Primes in the imperial family. They’ll probably 

struggle to recover without a few hundred thousand years.” 

 

“But the Xi Emperor sure is vicious. Not only are there people who had joined the Xi Empire among the 

Infinite Primes he killed, but there are also older family members and his own brothers and sisters. 

Without a single exception, all of them are dead.” 

 

“However, this Xi Emperor is extremely impressive. Soon after he became emperor, he became a 

Chaotic Prime. As a result, even though the empire has lost many Infinite Primes, the Xi Empire’s overall 

strength hasn’t decreased at all with the Xi Emperor’s breakthrough.” 

 

Tian Shuang hesitated after reaching there before continuing, “I think the reason why the Xi Emperor is 

acting like a madman, turning on his own Primordial realm experts, is because of what happened over 

two thousand years ago when the previous Xi Emperor abdicated. He was still a prince of the empire 

back then.” 

 



“Oh? Let’s hear about it?” Fairy Hao Yue stared at the battle in outer space closely as she felt very much 

curious. 

 

Jian Chen also listened carefully. He also felt extremely curious about the reason why the Xi Emperor 

acted like a madman and killed so many of his own Infinite Primes, even going as far as fighting his 

father. 

 

Infinite Primes were revered basically wherever they went. Even in ancient empires, they were 

existences akin to ancestors. The Xi Emperor was actually even willing to kill people like that. 

 

Even the trapped Yaxi Lian seemed to forget the fact that she had been reduced to a prisoner. The battle 

in outer space had also garnered her attention while she had eavesdropped on everything that Tian 

Shuang had revealed. 

 

After a moment of silence, Tian Shuang said, “In the past, when the current Xi Emperor was still a prince, 

he possessed extraordinary talent. He shone the brightest among all the princes of the Xi Empire, 

overshadowing them all. Even the old emperor paid special attention to him. Naturally, the Xi Emperor 

was the person who was the most likely to succeed as emperor.” 

 

“In any empire, there is always a fierce struggle amongst the princes to become emperor. The glory of 

the Xi Emperor naturally attracted the envy of the other princes. He became the greatest obstacle to 

many of the princes who wanted to become emperor. As a result, all the princes in the Xi Empire treated 

him as a thorn in their side. They all wanted to eliminate him.” 

 

“However, in all those years, the Xi Emperor never focused on the position of emperor. He thought of it 

as nothing, showing no intention to take part in the struggle for it. As a result, the princes never moved 

against the Xi Emperor.” 

 

“Several thousand years ago, the old emperor became an Chaotic Prime and was about to abdicate. 

However, he wanted the current Xi Emperor to take up the position, which naturally resulted in the 

displeasure of all the princes who wanted to become emperor. As a result, the princes all moved against 

him secretly to eliminate him.” 

 

Tian Shuang’s expression changed slightly when she reached this point. As she stared at the Xi Emperor, 

who fought against the ancestral emperor in outer space, a sliver of sympathy and understanding 



appeared in her eyes. She continued, “The matter that created the greatest stir was when the Xi 

Emperor and his wife visited his wife’s home, and they faced the pursuit of the many princes. The 

current Xi Emperor had never shown any interest in the position of emperor, so he never bothered to 

rope in any authoritative members of the upper echelon, while the other princes had all been raising 

their own factions. They were either supported by senior members of the imperial family or Infinite 

Prime subjects. As a result, when they hunted down the Xi Emperor, the people who supported them 

obviously took part as well. Some of the princes had even asked people who were not a part of the 

imperial family to hunt him down.” 

 

“At that time, over a dozen Infinite Primes tried to hunt down the Xi Emperor and his wife, pushing them 

towards desperation. They almost lost their lives many times, and even their path back to the Xi Empire 

had been blocked, so there was no hopes of them returning. As a result, the two of them could only flee 

all over the Cloud Plane. If it were not for the fact that they were both Infinite Primes, they probably 

would not be alive anymore.” 

 

“The hunt and pursuit lasted for many years. With the Xi Emperor’s talent, his strength constantly 

increased while he was being hunted down. When he reached the Ninth Heavenly Layer of Infinite 

Prime, he finally returned.” 

 

“After returning, the Xi Emperor who had never shown any interest in the position of emperor suddenly 

changed his mind. He began taking part in the struggle for emperor. With the old emperor’s favor and 

his personal talent, it was certain for him to become the new emperor. He completely overwhelmed the 

other princes and became the new Xi Emperor. 

 

“However, something had probably stimulated the Xi Emperor when he was being hunted down. As 

soon as he ascended, he was no longer behaved as refined and cultured as in the past. He became 

extremely forceful, moving against the people who had hunted him down in the past. He killed an 

Infinite Prime subject and two princes on the day he ascended, but clearly, he was not satisfied. When 

he wanted to kill a second subject, the ancestral emperor stopped him. At the same time, quite a few 

subjects and senior members of the imperial family joined forces, using more than half of the empire’s 

power to fend him off. Even a few of the peak sects in the Xi Empire took part, placing the Xi Emperor 

back under control.” 

 

“However, none of them had imagined that soon after he became emperor, he would break through 

again and become a Chaotic Prime. He became someone equivalent to the ancestral emperors of the Xi 

Empire. With that, there was no one left in the Xi Empire that dared to disobey him. The Xi Emperor also 

completely ran amok after that, eliminating large groups of enemies that had hunted him down in the 

past. It did not matter whether they were peak Infinite Primes, senior members of the empire, or 



princes. If they had taken part in the pursuit against the Xi Emperor and his wife, the Xi Emperor would 

execute them mercilessly.” 

 

“There had even been two Ninth Heavenly Layer Infinite Prime subjects that were personally slain by the 

Xi Emperor.” A sliver of amazement appeared in Tian Shuang’s eyes when she reached there, “They’re 

Ninth Heavenly Layer Infinite Primes, only a step away from becoming Chaotic Primes. The Xi Emperor 

has even killed people like that without any hesitation. He’s willing to go as far as that, and he is even 

willing to fight against his father.” 

 

Fairy Hao Yue also became surprised, “Has the Xi Emperor gone insane? Even if those people have 

hunted him down in the past, there’s no need to go as far as killing them. Just a slight punishment is 

enough. After all, they’re Ninth Heavenly Layer Infinite Primes. Even in our Moon God Hall, we would 

nurture them like treasured people. Of course, that’s only if they don’t commit any heinous crimes.” 

 

“Yeah. In the northern region, many people believe that the Xi Emperor has lost his mind, or he 

encountered a stimulation that’s too great. Otherwise, why would he change so much and become so 

vicious and vengeful? He’s completely different from before,” said Tian Shuang. 

Chapter 1936: Trapped in the Northern Region 

“Princes turning on one another during the struggle for the position of emperor is commonplace, but 

once a prince becomes an emperor, they’ll always try to look at the bigger picture in an attempt to 

maintain the strength of the empire. They’ll let go of some past grievances, dish out some light 

punishments, or exile them to some remote lands of the empire. However, it sure is the first time for me 

to see something like the Xi Emperor hunting down every single one of them, unwilling to let any of 

them go,” said fairy Hao Yue. 

 

“Whatever. That’s the matters of the Xi Empire. It has got nothing to do with our Xuandao Empire. 

Fortunately, we turned down the princes who had come to our Xuandao Empire to ask us to take part in 

the hunt. Otherwise, the Xi Emperor would never let us go,” Tian Shuang said with some lingering fear. 

She felt extremely fortunate. Even she feared the current Xi Emperor somewhat. 

 

“Enough. Xi Ziyun, when are you going to stop this madness? Are you only going to be satisfied if you 

watch the Xi Empire crumble in your hands?” 

 

At this moment, a thunderous voice boomed out in the sky. The old voice possessed an irrefutable sense 

of dignity. 

 



This was the furious bellows of the ancestral emperor of the Xi Empire. 

 

In the sky, the Xi Emperor continued to fight his father, the ancestral emperor. The power of laws from 

the Primordial realm formed chains, and whenever they collided, they would erupt with devastating 

might, causing the space there to crack. 

 

“Father, I’ve sworn in the past that I will reduce anyone who took part, regardless of who they are, to 

dust. I will not spare any of them, and I will not show any mercy. Father, if you want to obstruct my 

revenge, I’ll severe our relationship today and leave the Xi Empire. I’ll have nothing to do with the Xi 

Empire from today onwards. And I will still kill those people. If the Xi Empire tries to stop me, I will 

become enemies with the Xi Empire.” 

 

Another dignified voice boomed out, ringing through outer space with the powerful laws of the 

Primordial realm. 

 

This was the Xi Emperor’s voice. It was dignified and filled with power. The voice also contained furious 

resentment and an extremely sturdy resolve. 

 

“Y- you... Ziyun, how can you say something like that? D- d- do you want to be the death of your father? 

Your brothers, those senior members, and those subjects, you’ve already executed so many of them. 

Are you still unwilling to stop? Do you really want to destroy this empire,” the ancestral emperor said in 

great distress. 

 

“Karma in the past will be resolved today. Wasn’t this all caused by how you just abdicated and stopped 

caring? If you stood forward and stopped this in the past, why would all this happen today? Father, it 

doesn’t matter what you say now,” the Xi Emperor said coldly. He was extremely determined. 

 

... 

 

Below, Tian Shuang became stunned as she stood on the floating gardens. She said in shock, “Just how 

great is this grievance that’s enough for the Xi Emperor to even leave the Xi Empire just so he can kill all 

his enemies? What happened when he was being hunted down back then to make him become so 

mad?” 

 



Finally, the battle between the Xi Emperor and the ancestral emperor came to an end after several 

hours, leaving the matter unsettled. 

 

They were father and son. As a result, although their battle seemed intense, it was nothing of that sort. 

It was naturally impossible for them to harm each other. 

 

The battle between Chaotic Primes in outer space came to an end, but Jian Chen continued to stare up. 

He was unable to calm down even after quite a while. 

 

The tremendous power of laws that had been invoked during the battle between the two Chaotic 

Primes interwove and radiated with devastating might. It had created a deep impression in Jian Chen’s 

heart. 

 

Jian Chen had never witnessed such a shocking battle. Only after seeing the battle between two Chaotic 

Primes did he truly understand devastating. 

 

That was truly worthy of being labelled as devastating. Space had ripped several times because of their 

battle. 

 

If it were not for the fact that they were far enough away from the Cloud Plane, Jian Chen even 

suspected the northern region would crack from their battle. 

 

Jian Chen finally returned to his senses after who knows how long. He looked around and discovered 

that fairy Hao Yue and Tian Shuang had already sat down, eating their spiritual fruits leisurely. 

 

The various changes in the situation permanently ended the competition on the several dozen platforms 

below. The host for the competition spoke to the divine king then announced that the competition 

would continue some other day. 

 

Jian Chen glanced past Yaxi Lian subconsciously and immediately thought of something. His face 

changed all of a sudden, and he looked at fairy Hao Yue, “Fairy Hao Yue, the Xi Emperor’s formation has 

sealed up the northern region and all the teleportation formations are down as well. Doesn’t that mean 

that I can’t return to the southern region anymore?” Jian Chen seemed to understand that he was no 

longer in the southern region by now. Instead, he was in the distant northern region. 



 

If the southern region was the Blood Sun Empire’s world, then the northern region was the Xi Empire’s 

world. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue glanced at Jian Chen and said, “That’s right. You can’t go back right now. Unless you have 

a formations master whose skill surpasses the formation, it’s very difficult to breach the seal. Even a 

teleportation god artifact like the Disc of Heavenly Ways is useless.” 

 

Jian Chen’s face immediately became ugly when he heard that. He was panic-stricken. Sacredfeather, 

Houston, Rui Jin, Hong Lian, and Hei Yu were still in the war on the Divine Kingdom of Pingtian. With 

their strength, accidents could happen at any time on a battlefield where even Overgods would struggle 

to protect themselves. 

 

Back then, even a Godking from the Daoist Sect of Calm Clouds had tried to ambush and kill him. If he 

was not there, probably no one would look after them from the divine kingdom’s side. 

 

Although he was known as a supreme Overgod who could make it onto the Overgods’ Plaque, Jian Chen 

could already tell that no one would give him any special treatment if he did not stand on their side. 

They might even be looking forward to any accidents that befall on him. 

 

This was because none of them wished to see the Divine Kingdom of Pingtian truly rise up, as it would 

get in the way of their own interests and shift their status. Although the Divine Kingdom of Pingtian 

possessed a Primordial realm expert, so they did not dare to move against Jian Chen openly, they could 

easily just ignore any pleas for help. 

 

They could even make horrible situations worse! 

 

“Is there any other way to return to the southern region quickly?” Jian Chen persisted. He was very 

worried. He really could not stop worrying about Sacredfeather, Houston, and the others when he was 

not personally there. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue glanced at Jian Chen and ate her fruit casually. She scoffed, “Even the people on your side 

turned against you, and they even sent a Godking. If I had not made it in time, you probably would have 

been reduced to a shriveled corpse by this little whore. You can’t even protect yourself, yet you’re still in 

a hurry to go back, to go die.” 



 

“I will settle this debt myself. However, I have many friends on the battlefield. The white tiger, Houston, 

senior Rui Jin, and so on are all there. If something happens to them...” Jian Chen paused as he felt 

frantic inside. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue was surprised. She knew how Jian Chen was related to these people. As such, after 

hesitating for a while, she replied seriously, “I don’t have any method to take you to the southern region 

while the northern region has been sealed up by the Xi Emperor. However, you can ask sister Tian 

Shuang. As an ancient empire, the Xuandao Empire naturally has regional teleportation formations.” 

 

“Sister Hao Yue, please don’t make things difficult for me. Sealing off the teleportation formation was 

the Xi Emperor’s personal request. There are barely any people who dare to not respect the Xi Emperor. 

Moreover, you too have seen the forcefulness and viciousness of the Xi Emperor,” Tian Shuang said 

painfully. She felt very troubled. 

Chapter 1937: The Godsfallen Clan 

“Senior Tian Shuang, do you know any other way to leave the northern region? Is there no place that the 

Xi Emperor has missed when he sealed up the region?” Jian Chen asked. He had no idea how long the 

seal over the northern region would last. He really did not want to stay here for too long, as he was 

afraid that something would happen to Sacredfeather and the others. 

 

“It’s not exactly impossible,” Tian Shuang sank into her thoughts, and she became somewhat serious. 

She said, “The Xi Emperor has indeed sealed off the northern region, but there are a few special places 

that are unaffected. The Godsfallen clan is one of them.” 

 

“The Godsfallen clan?” Fairy Hao Yue murmured softly as she became doubtful. 

 

She had stayed in the northern region for some time, so she basically understood all the organisations in 

the northern region. However, this was the first time she had heard of the Godsfallen clan. 

 

The expression of the emperor who stood to one side changed when he heard Tian Shuang mention the 

Godsfallen clan. Deep angst and dread appeared in his eyes. 

 

The Godsfallen clan was an existence their Xuandao Empire could only look up to. They were so great 

that they stood at the very apex of the Cloud Plane. 



 

Even just learning the name of the clan required a certain amount of strength. 

 

Even the emperor had only learnt about it after ascending. 

 

Tian Shuang explained, “The Godsfallen clan possesses an extremely great status in the northern region. 

They’re one of the organisations that stand at the very peak of the Cloud Plane. Only they can help you 

now.” 

 

Jian Chen’s heart sank with that. He was depressed. Since the Godsfallen clan was so powerful, there 

was no reason for them to help him with his current status. 

 

Suddenly, Jian Chen thought of an idea. A figure he had not seen in quite a while suddenly appeared in 

his head. He immediately looked at Tian Shuang with shining eyes and said, “Senior Tian Shuang, do you 

know about the Tong family?” 

 

“The Tong family? You actually know about the Tong family?” Tian Shuang stared at Jian Chen in 

surprise. She felt taken aback, “Of course I know about the Tong family, but they’re not in the northern 

region. They’re in the central region.” 

 

“Sister Tian Shuang, tell me the location of the Godsfallen clan,” fairy Hao Yue said at this moment. 

 

“Sister Hao Yue, surely you aren’t going to pay a personal visit to the Godsfallen clan for him?” Tian 

Shuang stared at Hao Yue in shock. She discovered that her sister Hao Yue treated Jian Chen like he was 

extremely special. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue had been by Jian Chen’s side along the way. She understood just how important 

Sacredfeather, Houston, and the others were to Jian Chen. As a result, Tian Shuang felt powerless under 

fairy Hao Yue’s insistence. She could only tell her the Godsfallen clan’s location. 

 

“Sigh. Sister Hao Yue, since you’re going to the Godsfallen clan, I can only come with you as well.” In the 

end, Tian Shuang also went with fairy Hao Yue. 

 



The three of them immediately left the Xuandao Empire while Yaxi Lian was also brought along in the 

Bright Moon Divine Hall. 

 

The emperor stood in the floating garden as he stared deeply at Jian Chen as the latter travelled away. 

The light in his eyes flickered as he seemed uncertain. Fairy Hao Yue’s previous words continued to ring 

through his head. 

 

Even fairy Hao Yue herself had no idea just how great of an impact her previous words had on the 

emperor. The emperor firmly remembered all of it. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue had carried Jian Chen along. The speed of a Primordial realm expert was truly 

unbelievable. The Linear Lightning Release that Jian Chen took pride in was like a snail’s pace before the 

speed at which the two Infinite Primes travelled at. 

 

Gentle moonlight surrounded Jian Chen. He felt like the world flashed by him as if he was teleporting 

around as he looked through the moonlight. It was unbelievably fast. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue only needed to take a step, and the distance she travelled would take him a day to cover. 

 

Before long, the three of them stopped; they had arrived at an ancient mountain range that was 

extremely abundant in origin energy. The surroundings were remote, without a single person to be seen 

in a range of a thousand kilometers. There were only the calls of birds and beasts running among the 

mountains. 

 

Tian Shuang glanced across the empty space. The powerful senses of the soul that belonged to a 

Primordial realm expert directly expanded and fused with the space there, causing it to distort slightly. 

 

Very soon, the space cracked open and rapidly turned into a gate of light. A hunch-backed old man 

walked out, and he said with his old voice, “State your identities!” 

 

“Tian Shuang of the Xuandao Empire has come to visit your esteemed clan,” Tian Shuang clasped her 

hand at the gate of light. 

 



“Please wait. I’ll pass this up right this moment,” the old man directly disappeared back into the gate of 

light. 

 

Jian Chen felt extremely shocked as he stared at the gate of light. The Godsfallen clan had actually 

carved out a region of space as land for their clan. 

 

This was the Saints’ World. Space was extremely tough here, so carving out a region of space under 

these circumstances was unimaginably difficult. 

 

That alone was enough to show just how powerful the Godsfallen clan was! 

 

Even though the Godsfallen clan possessed an extremely great status, they clearly would not decline a 

visit from a Primordial realm expert. Very soon, the old man appeared once again and led Jian Chen’s 

group into the clan. 

 

Jian Chen’s attention was drawn away by the origin energy that was thick enough to almost condense 

once he entered the Godsfallen clan. 

 

He discovered that not only was origin energy extremely abundant within the Godsfallen clan, but even 

the laws of the world seemed clearer. 

 

In such circumstances, cultivation would progress extremely rapidly; it would be fast enough to be 

described as skyrocketing. There would be no need to absorb divine crystals either. Even 

comprehending laws of the world would be much easier compared to the outside world. 

 

However, Jian Chen also became vigilant after he entered the Godsfallen clan. He deeply hid the twin 

swords in his body. 

 

If he were still a Deity or a God, he would have never been bold enough to enter the Godsfallen clan, as 

he would be afraid that a powerful Primordial realm expert would see through the truth about him. 

 

However, he was already different from the past. He was confident that even Primordial realm experts 

would struggle to see through him unless they made contact with him. 



 

“The patriarch is currently waiting in the main hall. Please come with me,” the old man led the way. In 

the end, he brought the three of them to a majestic divine hall. 

 

At the same time, a figure shot towards the direction of the Godsfallen clan with lightning speed in the 

outside world. He seemed to be fleeing for his life, moving extremely quickly. His speed was far greater 

than fairy Hao Yue and Tian Shuang. 

 

“I’m almost at the Godsfallen clan. Xi Ziyun has sealed off the northern region, so the Godsfallen clan is 

my only hope. Once I’m there, I’ll be able to leave the Cloud Plane through the Godsfallen clan’s 

teleportation formation. No matter how great you are, Xi Ziyun, you won’t be able to find me when that 

happens,” the person thought to himself as he gritted his teeth. 

Chapter 1938: Imperial Protector of the Xi Empire 

“Xi Ziyun, do you think you can act as you wish in the northern region after you’ve become a Chaotic 

Prime? That’s only limited to the Xi Empire. The Godsfallen clan is a place where even you won’t dare to 

make trouble.” 

 

“Not to mention that you were once unsociable, so you lack connections. You’ve never visited the 

Godsfallen clan before, so you have no connections to them at all.” 

 

“On the other hand, for all the time I’ve spent as an Imperial Protector of the Xi Empire, I haven’t been 

as wasteful as you. I’ve already befriended several elders in the Godsfallen clan, and I showed kindness 

to the current patriarch before he took the position. Once I make it to the Godsfallen clan, you won’t be 

able to do anything, even if you’re the current Xi Emperor.” 

 

“I won’t seek out refuge at the Godsfallen clan. I only want to borrow their teleportation formation. 

With my friendship with the many elders and the current patriarch, it’s impossible for them to not agree 

to such a small request.” 

 

The old man hurried towards the Godsfallen clan as a strange light flickered in his eyes. This was his only 

hope of escape. 

 

Jian Chen, fairy Hao Yue, and Tian Shuang all sat on seats within a majestic divine hall in the Godsfallen 

clan. 



 

A rather dignified middle-aged man with quite a striking appearance sat in the centre of the hall in 

luxurious clothes. 

 

The middle-aged man was the current patriarch of the Godsfallen clan. 

 

Jian Chen did not even have the right to speak here. The patriarch of the Godsfallen clan did not attach 

any importance to him. As a matter of fact, he had not even glanced at Jian Chen, completely treating 

him as a follower of fairy Hao Yue and Tian Shuang as if he was their attendant. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue and Tian Shuang handled the conversation with the patriarch. 

 

Here, only they, Primordial realm experts, possessed the right to speak. 

 

Jian Chen paid no heed to all this. He seemed to be seated there calmly, but he was secretly worried 

inside. Whether he could use the teleportation formation to return to the southern region or not would 

be up to fairy Hao Yue and Tian Shuang. 

 

“The patriarch of the Godsfallen clan is only a Godking. It’s naturally impossible for a Godking to have 

much power in the Godsfallen clan. It looks like the patriarch before us can’t make some of the 

important decisions,” Jian Chen studied the patriarch of the Godsfallen clan. He guessed that the 

patriarch was probably equivalent to a caretaker, handling menial, day-to-day matters. 

 

“Patriarch, I’ll be honest. We’ve come because we want to borrow your clan’s teleportation formation,” 

Tian Shuang explained her intentions after exchanging pleasantries. 

 

“You want to borrow the teleportation formation?” The patriarch looked at fairy Hao Yue and said, 

“Have you also been drawn into the matters with the Xi Emperor?” 

 

“That’s not the case.” Tian Shuang shook her head, “This is my sister. Her name is Hao Yue. We want to 

borrow the teleportation formation because my sister has urgent matters elsewhere, but even the Disc 

of Heavenly Ways has been rendered useless now that the Xi Emperor has sealed up the northern 

region. As a result, we could only disturb your esteemed clan.” 



 

“Hao Yue? Why does this name sound slightly familiar?” The patriarch of the Godsfallen clan mumbled 

with furrowed eyebrows. 

 

Tian Shuang smile, “I don’t think you’re the only person who is familiar with my sister’s name, patriarch. 

Even in the entire Saints’ World, any person who possesses a certain level of status will be familiar with 

it. After all, only people on the Godkings’ Throne can shake up the Saints’ World apart from those who 

have made it to the apex of the world.” 

 

The patriarch of the Godfallen clan seemed to think of something when the Godkings’ Throne was 

mentioned. A gleam of light immediately flickered through his eyes, and he stared at fairy Hao Yue in 

shock. He immediately stood up and clasped his fist, “I never thought it would actually be the renowned 

senior Hao Yue from the Godkings’ Throne. I have heard of you long ago, but I never thought I’d be able 

to see you personally today. It really is a great honor for me.” 

 

The patriarch of the Godsfallen clan was indeed extremely shocked. He had once felt great admiration 

towards the person called Hao Yue, and even the elders in the clan had spoken about her. He just never 

thought that it would be a woman. 

 

Jian Chen was secretly amazed. He could not help but study fairy Hao Yue properly in much surprise. 

 

He too had never thought that fairy Hao Yue was once an expert on the Godkings’ Throne! 

 

“I’ve seen a total of two experts from the Godkings’ Throne before. One of them is protector Shui from 

the Ice Goddess Hall, and she’s ranked ninth. The other one is Audriana, who is known as the greatest 

Godking from the God clan. She’s ranked in the top hundred. I wonder what fairy Hao Yue’s ranking was 

in the past?” Jian Chen began to wonder. He felt quite curious. 

 

However, he clearly could not ask about this in the current situation. 

 

“You are too polite, patriarch. So about the teleportation formation...” Fairy Hao Yue clasped her hands. 

 

The patriarch of the Godsfallen clan sighed gently. He appeared troubled. Just when he wanted to say 

something, his face suddenly changed, and he looked out the hall. 



 

“Hahaha, I haven’t seen you in several millennia, and the patriarch remains the same as before!” At this 

moment, an old voice rang out from outside. An old man strode in as he said that. 

 

“It’s the Imperial Protector of the Xi Empire!” The patriarch of the Godsfallen clan stood up to receive 

him. He was extremely polite. This Imperial Protector had assisted him quite a lot for him to become the 

patriarch. 

 

“A Primordial realm expert!” Jian Chen determined the old man’s cultivation level as soon as he saw 

him. 

 

The Imperial Protector exchanged simple pleasantries with the patriarch before also mentioning that he 

wanted to borrow the teleportation formation. 

 

“Sigh, you don’t know. The ancestor has personally ordered us to shut down our teleportation 

formation. Without the ancestor’s orders, even the elders in the clan would not dare to use it for 

themselves. And senior Hao Yue, I don’t think I’ll be able to help you out with the teleportation 

formation,” the patriarch said powerlessly. 

 

“What? Your ancestor personally ordered the teleportation formation to be closed down?” The Imperial 

Protector’s expression changed when he heard that. His face sank rapidly, “What a coincidence. Just 

when Xi Ziyun sealed up the northern region, you close your teleportation formation as well. Is it to 

cooperate with Xi Ziyun? That’s impossible. It’s impossible for Xi Ziyun to be so great that even your 

Godsfallen clan has to respect his demands. Moreover, he has never had any connections with your 

Godsfallen clan in the past at all.” 

 

The light in Jian Chen’s eyes flickered when he heard the Imperial Protector’s words. He thought to 

himself, “Is the Xi Emperor moving against the Imperial Protector of the Xi Empire this time? If that’s the 

case, he’s a complete madman to even kill Imperial Protectors.” 

 

“Just what unknown secret is hidden amongst all of this, where it’s enough for the Xi Emperor to even 

turn on his own Primordial realm experts?” 

 

The Imperial Protector began to speak again. He expressed his desire to stay at the Godsfallen clan for a 

few days so that he could catch up with the elders he was familiar with. 



 

“Imperial Protector, the elders are all in secluded cultivation. Moreover, I’ve received orders from a 

great elder that our Godsfallen clan is currently undergoing some reorganisation, so we aren’t able to 

receive any guests,” the patriarch of the Godsfallen clan said reluctantly. Even though he spoke 

extremely mildly, he still expressed that the Imperial Protector should leave. 

 

The Imperial Protector’s face darkened. He left the Godsfallen clan in a hurry. 

 

He could not insist on staying shamelessly after the Godsfallen clan had asked him to leave. 

 

“Let’s go as well.” 

 

Seeing how the teleportation formation of the Godsfallen clan was closed, fairy Hao Yue also left the 

clan helplessly with Jian Chen and Tian Shuang. 

 

After leaving the Godsfallen clan, the three of them appeared in the ancient mountain range once again. 

 

The Imperial Protector did not leave. He also stood nearby, except his face was extremely ugly. 

 

Before him stood a white figure. Extremely powerful laws of the Primordial realm had condensed in the 

space around him, revolving around his body. It gave off a devastating might that caused space to twist 

and the surroundings to shake. Time and space seemed to fall into a disorder around him. 

 

The power of laws concealed his appearance. Only his white clothes were vaguely visible, while his face 

was completely hidden. 

 

An extremely dense pressure radiated from his body. He seemed like the emperor of heaven, where his 

pressure could annihilate the surroundings just by him standing there. 

 

“The Xi Emperor!” Tian Shuang cried out as she stared at the white figure in shock. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue and Jian Chen both stared at him. 



 

“Xi Ziyun, do you know how many meritorious contributions I’ve made to the empire as an Imperial 

Protector? Are you really going to execute me?” The Imperial Protector’s face became extremely sunken 

as he stared at the Xi Emperor firmly. 

Chapter 1939: Who Knows When? 

“That’s right. Imperial Protector, you have indeed made many meritorious contributions to the empire.” 

The Xi Emperor nodded. He did not deny that fact. 

 

The Imperial Protector’s face softened when he heard that. He thought that the Xi Emperor was going to 

let him off. 

 

However, the Xi Emperor’s voice suddenly became icy cold at this moment. An extremely frigid killing 

intent radiated from his body, and it was enough to cause the surroundings to change. All the birds and 

beasts in the surroundings fell silent, collapsing onto the ground whilst trembling. 

 

“But your great contributions can never make up for what I’ve lost, nor make up for my eternal pain. I 

can only vent my hatred by killing all the people who tried to hunt me down in the past,” the Xi Emperor 

said coldly. His icy voice was filled with deep pain. 

 

“Xi Ziyun, although it was dangerous when you and your wife were being hunted down, didn’t you still 

make it back to the empire safely in the end, just ruffled? You said you lost something. What did you 

lose? Even if you lost an extremely precious treasure while being hunted down, hasn’t all the people 

you’ve killed in the past few years been enough?” 

 

“Xi Ziyun, I did take part in this before, but I did not hunt you down. I only pulled strings in the dark and 

severed your path home. Even if I am guilty, I do not deserve death. I am willing to make it up to you,” 

the Imperial Protector said rather frantically in an attempt to persuade the Xi Emperor. This was 

because he could not even flee before the current Xi Emperor. 

 

They were both Primordial realm experts, but the difference between Infinite Prime and Chaotic Prime 

was just too great. It was literally a chasm. 

 

“Hahahahaha...” The Xi Emperor laughed out loud. He sounded slightly crazy, “Severed my path home. 

You severed my path home... Imperial Protector, if you had not pulled strings in the dark and severed 

my path home back then, how would the matters develop like this today?” 



 

“If you had not severed my path home, why would I, Xi Ziyun, be so insane today, killing so many 

subjects, senior members, and even my own brothers in the empire?” 

 

“Imperial Protector, do you know who I hate the most? Not the ones who tried to hunt me down, but 

the people who severed my path home. Those people deserve death.” 

 

When he said that last sentence, the Xi Emperor’s voice became extremely cold. He had basically forced 

those words out through gritted teeth. Immediately, he could no longer resist the fury within him, and 

he sent his hand flying towards the Imperial Protector. 

 

This was the Xi Emperor’s furious strike. It possessed the cultivation of a Chaotic Prime. From this strike, 

the world fell silent, origin energy stopped flowing, the laws of the world were disturbed, and even 

space trembled violently, almost collapsing. 

 

The strike was extremely great, truly enough to destroy worlds. If it were not for the fact that the Xi 

Emperor had purposefully suppressed it, the terrifying energy would have been enough to destroy the 

entire region before the attack had even struck. 

 

Obviously, the Imperial Protector would not just wait there for his death. He bellowed out, and a set of 

god artifact armor appeared on his body, radiating with terrifying pulses of energy. At the same time, a 

golden and violet duster appeared in his hand. Frightening energy erupted from it like a volcano as he 

tried to receive the Xi Emperor’s strike with his full strength. 

 

The Imperial Protector was extremely powerful. When he struck out, he erupted with devastating might. 

If it were not for the fact that layers of defensive formations from the Godsfallen clan protected the 

surroundings, probably the entire mountain range would have been demolished because of the strike. 

 

After all, he was not as powerful as the Xi Emperor. When the Xi Emperor struck out, he possessed great 

control over his own energy, and he was able to target his enemies while keeping the surroundings in 

tact. 

 

However, when the Imperial Protector struck out, he did not even try to control his strength. He used 

everything he had right from the get go. 



 

The difference between their strength was simply too great. The Xi Emperor knocked away the Imperial 

Protector’s duster with the strike, and then his hand heavily landed on the Imperial Protector’s god 

artifact armor. 

 

The armor was a god artifact. However, its glow immediately dimmed, and the Imperial Protector 

opened his mouth and spat out blood. His face paled. 

 

“Tell me. Aside from the people I’ve killed already, who else was involved in the matter in the past?” The 

Xi Emperor stared at the Imperial Protector coldly. Powerful killing intent engulfed the Imperial 

Protector, showing him no mercy at all. 

 

In the past, he had been pushed to the end of his rope. He fled across the entire Cloud Plane, and he did 

not even know who many of the people who pursued him were. Although he managed to find out about 

a few of them and eliminated them mercilessly, there were still a few people who hid very well. 

 

“Xi Ziyun, just what was it that made you become so vicious and merciless?” The Imperial Protector 

asked. He was unwilling to accept the situation. No matter how he tried, he was unable to connect the 

Xi Ziyun before him to the indifferent prince Ziyun who never desired fame or to better other people. 

 

“Since you won’t speak, I’ll show you what being merciless means. I have my ways of making you speak 

once I get back to the palace.” A sliver of viciousness appeared in the Xi Emperor’s eyes. He bound the 

Imperial Protector and picked him up brutally before silently vanishing. He had already left the region. 

 

“Is this an Chaotic Prime? They’re actually so frightening.” Jian Chen did not return to his senses after 

the Xi Emperor left. He stared at where the Xi Emperor stood before in a daze. 

 

This was the first time he had been so close to a Chaotic Prime, so the shock he felt was greater than 

anything in the past. 

 

Not only did he feel like he could not breathe when the Xi Emperor struck out earlier, but even his heart 

had stopped beating. His body was completely frozen. 

 

It was as if an invisble force had restrained his entire body. 



 

The Xi Emperor’s strength was just too frightening. Even when he was not targeting Jian Chen, Jian Chen 

deeply understood his own insignificance. 

 

“I never though the Xi Emperor would move against an Imperial Protector of the Xi Empire this time. 

Sigh, that Imperial Protector was an important subject to the Xi Empire. I wonder just what the Xi 

Emperor lost when he was being hunted down that made him become so mad that he would even kill 

Imperial Protectors,” Tian Shuang said sternly. 

 

“That’s the problem of the Xi Empire. It has nothing to do with us. Let’s go,” said fairy Hao Yue. With a 

wave of her hand, moonlight surrounded Jian Chen again, and she took him away. 

 

Before long, Jian Chen had returned to the Xuandao Empire. Due to his connection with fairy Hao Yue, 

he possessed a rather special status in the empire. The emperor had personally granted him a hall for 

him to stay in. 

 

Jian Chen settled down in the imperial palace temporarily, but he could not relax at all. He was basically 

filled with worry. He locked himself up in his hall all day long as he thought long and hard about any way 

to leave the northern region. He was very worried about the safety of Sacredfeather and so on. 

 

For several days, Jian Chen did not even take a single step out of the imperial palace. 

 

However, no matter how hard Jian Chen wracked his brains, he failed to come up with a single viable 

method at all. The end conclusion was that unless the Xi Emperor removed the seal over the northern 

region, he was unable to leave at all. 

 

Jian Chen had mentioned finding the Xi Emperor, but as soon as he said it, Tian Shuang shut him down, 

as the chances of that happening was even less significant than using the Godsfallen clan’s teleportation 

formation. 

 

Just as Jian Chen was in a state of complete unease, fairy Hao Yue visited his residence. She also sighed 

gently when she saw the worry on his face, “It’s all because of me. I shouldn’t have brought you to the 

northern region.” 

 



“Fairy Hao Yue, you can’t put it like that. If it were not for you, who knows if I’d still be alive right now. I 

can only hope that the Xi Emperor removes the seal over the northern region as soon as possible,” said 

Jian Chen. 

 

“The Xi Emperor will probably keep up the seal for a while longer. I’ve just received the news that the Xi 

Emperor has already gone to one of the peak sects of the Xi Empire, the Heaven-cracking sect. He asked 

them to hand over two of their great elders.” 

 

“The Heaven-cracking sect is one of the four great organisations in the Xi Empire. The great elders there 

are all Infinite Primes. Moreover, they have an even more powerful ancestor.” 

 

“The entire sect only has three great elders. The Heaven-cracking sect will naturally refuse to hand over 

two of the three, so they’ve already locked down the sect. They’re currently locked in a stalemate. Even 

the ancestor of the sect has come out to plead for mercy, but the Xi Emperor refuses to budge. There 

probably won’t be a conclusion in the near future,” said fairy Hao Yue. 

 

Jian Chen groaned greatly. The Heaven-cracking sect was a peak organisation in an eternal empire, so 

they must have been more powerful than the Xuandao Empire. Even the Xuandao Empire had 

teleportation formations across regions, so it was impossible for the Heaven-cracking sect to not have 

one. 

 

However, if the situation continued like this, the Xi Emperor would basically maintain the seal over the 

northern region to prevent the two great elders from escaping. 

 

So when would he be free to leave? 

 

Jian Chen immediately felt a headache. He was distressed. 

Chapter 1940: The Heavenly Yin Body and Innate Body of Ways 

“The problem won’t be solved even if you keep worrying like this. Why don’t you calm down instead and 

use this time to cultivate properly so that you can increase your strength as much as possible? After all, 

even if you return to the southern region with your current strength, you won’t be of much help. Once a 

slightly more powerful Godking targets the people beside you, you’ll be completely useless,” said fairy 

Hao Yue in concern. 

 



Even though she was a Primordial realm expert, she did not act haughty before Jian Chen at all. 

 

“Don’t you have the Godking level plant cores and monster cores on you? I can refine away the poison in 

there. If you absorb the energy from them, they should be able to increase your strength by quite a lot.” 

 

Naturally, Jian Chen did not hesitate at all. He immediately took out the Godking level plant cores and 

monster cores from his Space Ring, passing them all to fairy Hao Yue. 

 

“These two Space Rings came from that little whore. Now that she’s a hostage, these items belong to 

you,” fairy Hao Yue passed two Space Rings to Jian Chen. 

 

Jian Chen glanced past the two Space Ring. In the end, he only took one of them and said, “This one 

belonged to the Godking I killed, so it’s my spoils from that battle. Yaxi Lian’s Space Ring should go to 

you. You should be in greater need of wealth to recover your cultivation.” 

 

Fairy Hao Yue smiled, “The plane where the Moon God Hall is located is extremely distant from the 

Cloud Plane. I basically have to cross most of the Saints’ World to get there. It’s impossible to cover all 

the divine crystals I need for this journey with the measly wealth of a Godking, so you should keep this 

Space Ring instead. A Godking’s wealth is nothing to me.” 

 

“Moreover, do you really think that I’ve come to the Xuandao Empire to play? I’ve come here only 

because of sister Tian Shuang’s request. I am helping her deal with one of their enemies. Once the 

matter has been completed, they will give me enough five-colored divine crystals.” Fairy Hao Yue 

glanced at Jian Chen deeply after reaching there before saying, “So I’ll be leaving the Cloud Plane soon.” 

 

“The enemy should be very powerful, right? Seeing how even the Xuandao Empire can’t deal with 

them,” Jian Chen asked. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue did not give him a direct answer, “Peak Infinite Primes aren’t really weak. Even though 

there’s more than one Primordial realm expert in the Xuandao Empire, dealing with an enemy like that 

will result in great losses or even unendurable prices.” 

 

Afterwards, fairy Hao Yue stood up and made her way out. She said at the same time, “I’ll go refine the 

poison in the cores. You shouldn’t spend every day in the imperial palace. This is the imperial capital of 



the Xuandao Empire. It’s extremely busy and many items that are rare in the Divine Kingdom of Pingtian 

are extremely common here. Go out and have a look. You might benefit unknowingly.” 

 

Right when she left the hall, fairy Hao Yue seemed to think of something. She stopped and turned 

around to speak in a playful tone, “Oh right, do you remember those two princesses from last time? 

Their constitutions are extremely special. One of them possesses the rare Heavenly Yin Body, while the 

other possesses the Innate Body of Ways. If they successfully mature, their futures will be unlimited. If 

you can cultivate with them, you’ll also benefit greatly, where your cultivation will skyrocket. Why don’t 

you think about it?” 

 

“If you agree, I can be the matchmaker and request the emperor to engage them to you.” 

 

Jian Chen smiled bitterly, “Fairy Hao Yue, you can’t mess around with this. I don’t have any of those 

intentions towards those two princesses at all. Even though their constitutions are special, I don’t 

necessarily have to rely on them to reach the peak of my cultivation path.” 

 

Fairy Hao Yue blinked and smiled, “Think over it carefully. No ordinary people can tell their constitution. 

Even my sister Tian Shuang hasn’t sensed it. If you go for it now, there’ll be a very large chance of 

success. I can persuade the emperor.” 

 

“If you keep tarrying and a Chaotic Prime discovers how special those two sisters are, you’ll be out of 

luck.” 

 

With that, fairy Hao Yue disappeared outside the hall. 

 

Jian Chen was left speechless in the luxurious hall. He casually rummaged through Yaxi Lian and the 

Godking from the Daoist Sect of Calm Clouds’ Space Rings, and his eyes immediately lit up. After 

hesitating slightly, he left the imperial palace with the two Space Rings. 

 

Fairy Hao Yue was right. If he continued to worry like this, it was useless as long as the northern region 

remained sealed. He could use this time to do something useful instead. 

 

“As my strength increases, the Startling Rainbow sword is slowly becoming not enough. If I can find a 

supreme quality saint artifact that suits me, it would be time to switch over. Also, the Tian Yuan clan 



should soon gain even more Overgods, so I should prepare some high quality saint artifacts 

beforehand.” 

 

“Supreme quality saint artifacts are basically non-existent in the Divine Kingdom of Pingtian, and high 

quality saint artifacts are extremely rare, so there’s not much room for choice. The imperial capital of 

the Xuandao Empire should have much more high quality saint artifacts, so I can buy some beforehand 

and leave them in the clan. There should also be supreme quality saint artifacts for sale.” 

 

With that in mind, Jian Chen left the imperial palace. He strolled through the imperial capital all by 

himself. 

 

He held a map in his hand that recorded all the stores in the city. There were clear explanations beside 

each store, clearly indicating what kind of items they sell, which organisation they belonged to, and so 

on. 

 

Naturally, Jian Chen knew that the imperial capital was holding a martial competition, but he had no 

interest in that. Holding the map he had obtained from an old man who he did not know in the imperial 

palace, he made up his mind about a place and quickly hurried over there. 

 

Jian Chen searched through several stores on that day. He spent extremely extravagantly, buying over a 

dozen high quality saint artifacts and three supreme quality saint artifacts. He had spent an astronomical 

amount of divine crystals. 

 

In just that day, Jian Chen had spent more divine crystals than he had managed to obtain himself during 

his entire time in the Saints’ World. 

 

After all, these were Space Rings two Godkings had owned. It was impossible for Overgods to rival the 

wealth of Godkings. In particular, Yaxi Lian’s Space Ring contained so much wealth that it left Jian Chen 

tongue-tied. 

 

Buying all the saint artifacts had only cost him the wealth from the Overgods he had slain on the 

battlefield and the wealth from the Godking of the Daoist Sect of Calm Clouds who had ambushed him. 

 

Jian Chen had yet to touch anything in Yaxi Lian’s Space Ring. 



 

In reality, the wealth in Yaxi Lian’s Space Ring was over ten times more than all the divine crystals he had 

spent today. Just the supreme grade divine crystals had reached over a hundred blocks. 

 

In his eyes, Yaxi Lian had already become no different from a dead person. Killing her would only take a 

single thought from him. 

 

Her Space Ring had naturally become the spoils of the battle as well. As a result, Jian Chen felt that it 

was his right to use these Space Rings. He did not find it inappropriate in the slightest. 

 

Next, Jian Chen went to the pill stores after buying the saint artifacts. He purchased a large number of 

pills that were suitable for all levels of cultivation. He had even bought out all the Ten-thousand-year 

God Origin Pills from all the stores in the nearby streets. 

 

Ten-thousand-year God Origin Pills were extremely rare in the Divine Kingdom of Pingtian. They were so 

expensive that almost no one could afford them. However, in the imperial capital, they were common 

items. They could be found everywhere, and they were sold for an extremely cheap price. 

 

Moreover, Jian Chen spent over a dozen supreme quality divine crystals to purchase two Godking level 

formations, one for attack and one for defence. He wanted to use them to protect the Tian Yuan clan. 

 

Even though they only possessed the might of early Godkings, they would be extremely powerful 

formations in the Divine Kingdom of Pingtian. 

 

Moreover, he had bought them in the imperial capital of the Xuandao Empire. If it were the Divine 

Kingdom of Pingtian instead, he probably could not purchase any of them no matter how many divine 

crystals he had. 

 

Jian Chen’s great spendings naturally attracted the attention of quite a few people. However, this was 

the imperial capital of the Xuandao Empire, so all the people who were able to come here were far more 

knowledgeable and experienced than the people of the Divine Kingdom of Pingtian. As a result, they 

were only surprised by the number of Ten-thousand-year God Origin Pills Jian Chen had bought. They 

did not pay any attention to the divine crystals on him. 

 



After all, many experts from various large organisations had gathered in the imperial capital due to the 

martial competition. Some of them would not seem special at all, but they would actually be hidden 

experts. 

 

Naturally, a few people who could not see through Jian Chen’s cultivation believed that he was someone 

like that. 

 

However, pills with heavy side-effects like the Ten-thousand-year God Origin Pill never had high sales 

volumes in the imperial capital. Very few people would consume them. Yet, someone had suddenly 

decided to splurge out on them, buying out all of them in the pill stores across several streets. Naturally, 

this matter confused and intrigued many people. 

 

As a result, the news that someone was buying God Origin Pills in large quantities silently spread. 

Naturally, the pill stores that Jian Chen visited were utterly delighted, as believed they had made huge 

profits. 

 

The pill stores that Jian Chen did not visit all became green with envy. They had even sent people to go 

find the mysterious person who bought so many Ten-thousand-year God Origin Pills. 

 

“Someone has actually purchased so many Ten-thousand-year God Origin Pills. The side-effects of the 

pills are so great that many people can’t even ingest a single one. Isn’t this person just insane by buying 

so many all at once? Sister Xing’er, do you think this person is crazy? Surely he’s not thinking of 

increasing his cultivation by ingesting so many Ten-thousand-year God Origin Pills, right?” On a busy 

street in the imperial capital, the two princesses, Xing’er and Lan’er, strolled around. Several guards in 

simple attires stood beside them. 

 

Xing’er’s beautiful eyes also widened when she heard Lan’er’s words, and she said, “Sister Lan’er, I 

heard that some magical beasts with powerful bodies can ignore the side-effects of the Ten-thousand-

year God Origin Pills. Do you think the person who bought all the pills is a magical beast in human form? 

Hahaha, even if he’s a magical beast, there’s no need to buy so many of these pills. It’s literally only 

something that someone who is dumb but has a lot of wealth can do. I think this person is definitely a 

huge idiot.” 

 

“Haha, I love making fun of these dumb idiots. I often tease father’s mount until I drive it insane. It’s 

hilarious when I think of it. I really do want to see what kind of magical beast he is, having bought so 

many Ten-thousand-year God Origin Pills. If it’s appropriate, taming him into a mount isn’t a bad idea.” 



 

Lan’er immediately became furious after that, “Hmph, only if you hadn’t said that, sister Xing’er. As soon 

as you mention a tough body, I think of that horrible person. He also has a tough body, where our full-

powered attacks failed to harm him at all.” 

 

“Oh my god. Sister Lan’er, why did you have to bring that up? Why did you have to mention that person 

for no good reason? I’m fuming too when I think of him,” Xing’er ground her teeth as she showed much 

resentment. 

 


